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            Welcome to first class

            
                Sirius kitchen hoods are the perfect technological and aesthetic solution for your kitchen.

With an elegant and contemporary design, they adapt to every type of kitchen project and guarantee perfect functionality in both suction and filtering mode.
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            Our company

            SIRIUS S.p.A. is active in the field of ventilation and purification of domestic air, especially kitchen extractor hoods. Established in 1996, it was the first company in the branch to understand the new demands of contemporary kitchen living.

Thanks to technical and manufacturing skills, the new ideas were transformed into products that have been and continue to be highly successful on the international market.
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            Design

            With passion and extreme attention to detail, we strive for excellence to excite and amaze. Our design is not mere aesthetics, but is about interpreting people's dreams and needs and trying to turn them into products.
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            Technology

            Our work is constantly evolving, we are attentive to changes in order to transform them into innovation, that is why our products are the right balance between beauty, technology and technical feasibility. We invest significantly in research and development of new technologies and processes. For us, innovation means solving problems with alternative solutions.
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            Social Sirius

            Follow us on social.
Become part of our community.
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